
Trust Gaming GXT 880 Mechanical Gaming 
Keyboard - Black US
Mechanical gaming keyboard with quick responding GXT-White switches and full LED 
backlight

Article number: 21137 
Barcode: 8713439211375 
GTIN: 08713439211375 

Core content

Brand Trust Gaming

Product type Mechanical Gaming Keyboard

Colour Black

Keyboard layout QWERTY

Keyboard country code US

Key features - Quick responding GXT-White switches that last up to 50 million keystrokes - Dedicated Gaming mode for 

disabling the windows key and activating macro keys - Full LED backlight with enhanced per-key illumination - 

N-key rollover anti-ghosting. - 1000hz polling rate and 5 ms response time - On-board memory for programming 

4 macro keys

Package contents - Mechanical Keyboard - User guide - Gaming sticker

System requirements - PC / Laptop with USB port - Windows 10, 8, 7 or Vista

Marketing

Extended retailer text Experience the impressive tactile accuracy and response with every keystroke you type. With the quick 

responding GXT-White switches your opponents will be amazed by your speed and responsiveness. Whether you 

are gaming, coding, or typing reports, the GXT 880 Mechanical Gaming Keyboard is designed to last!
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Unbeatable speed & responsiveness

The 104 keys contain special mechanical switches, which are designed to last up to 50 million keystrokes. This 

GXT-White Linear switch has a 45G Actuation Force, 2.0mm key travel and 5ms response time, which means 

that you will need less effort to beat your enemy. As the switch will register a keystroke even if it is only pressed 

halfway. This makes the GXT 880 Mechanical keyboard ideal for those who demand maximum speed and 

precision.

 

Programmable Macros

With the onboard memory you can even program 4 macro keys to perform a sequence of up to 60 actions. The 

special game mode switch ensures that you will not return to your desktop accidentally when hitting the Windows 

key, since it disables the key during your gaming session.

 

Illuminated

The GXT 880 Gaming Keyboard features a white backlight and enhanced key illumination which is adjustable in 

brightness. With the GXT 880 you can program 6 lighting patterns, to fit your needs. This makes the GXT 880 

very suitable for gaming when there is not much light.

 

100% Anti-Ghosting

The GXT 880 has n-key rollover anti-ghosting hardware, which ensures that every keystroke combination can be 

registered. This is ideal for MMO, RTS and FPS games, in which often many different key combinations are used 

simultaneously. Thanks to the anti-ghosting feature you will never have the problem that your keyboard did not 

register your killstreak or advanced combo. Never miss a single key with the GXT 880!
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